activity-dependent vesicular uptake and release of FM1-43. J. Neurophysiol. 81: 356 -370, 1999. Activity-dependent uptake and release of the fluorescent probe FM1-43 were used to comSynaptic effectiveness varies among neurons, even pare synaptic performance ( rates of transmitter release and syn-those innervating the same postsynaptic targets ( Atwood aptic vesicle turnover ) at different frequencies in phasic and 1976 ) . Individual synapses of a single neuron may also tonic motor neurons innervating the crayfish leg extensor muscle differ in effectiveness, with some transmitting at a low and in the tonic motor neuron of the opener muscle. The phasic rate and others transmitting more consistently with higher extensor motor neuron, which has a high quantal content of probability of release. This is well characterized for invertransmitter release, accumulated and released FM1-43 more rap-tebrate neurons ( Atwood 1967; Bittner 1968; idly than the tonic motor neuron, especially at low frequencies al. 1995b; Murphey 1993, 1994 ) , and heterogeof stimulation. Individual bright spots appeared on the varicosineity of release is also prominent in vertebrate motor ( Nuties of the junctional terminals during stimulation in dell and Grinnell 1983 ) and central ( Dobrunz and Stevens these spots corresponded to zones of immunostaining for the synaptic vesicle associated protein synaptotagmin, but they were 1997; Murthy et al. 1997 ) neurons. Synaptic effectiveness larger and less numerous than synapses identified by electron previously has been measured usually through electrical microscopy and appear to represent one to several synapses with recording of membrane potential changes or currents from their associated clusters of synaptic vesicles. The number of postsynaptic targets. These measurements provide a good bright spots observed on varicosities of the tonic terminal after overall picture of synaptic transmission, highly resolved stimulation at ¢20 Hz is generally similar to values for re-in time. Quantal analysis using binomial statistics also can sponding units ( n ) calculated from binomial distributions de-provide estimates of the number ( n ) of participating units rived from quantal analysis. At frequencies of°10 Hz, bright involved in transmission onto an individual postsynaptic spots did not usually appear on tonic extensor varicosities, and target cell. Tentatively, these units have been postulated the quantal release patterns were best fitted with Poisson distriin some studies ( Wojtowicz et al. 1991 ( Wojtowicz et al. , 1994 ; Zucker butions. Another tonic motor neuron, the excitor of the opener muscle, showed individual bright spots at lower frequencies of 1973 ) to represent synaptic active zones. However, spatial stimulation, consistent with its higher quantal output at these resolution in electrical recording is often not sufficient to frequencies and corresponding with the binomial fits for quantal observe the behavior of individual synapses or active release distributions. In this axon, the number of distinctive zones, especially if several occur in close proximity. In bright spots increased with frequency in the 2-to 20-Hz range, addition, it is abundantly apparent that different interpreindicating increased participation of synapses during frequency tations of the quantal release statistics can be made. To facilitation. In the tonic extensor neuron terminals, the bright-take a current example, quantal analyses of transmission ness and the size of the individual spots increased with freat crayfish and lobster neuromuscular junctions have led quency, and new foci of dye uptake appeared at the edges of to two different models based on similar data. In one preexisting spots. Relative intensity change varied considerably model, the binomial parameter n is interpreted as the numamong individual spots during dye loading at different frequencies. Similarly, individual spots on a single tonic terminal de-ber of release sites ( participating active zones ) capable stained at different rates when stimulated after previous loading of transmission ( Wojtowicz et al. 1994 ) . A second model with FM1-43. These results suggest differential performance of proposes that n represents instead the number of docked individual synapses or small groups of synapses, some being and primed synaptic vesicles and is not limited by the more effective in transmitter release than others, as inferred number of available release sites, which could all be from previous ultrastructural and quantal analysis studies. The equally likely to release a quantal unit ( Worden et al. 
Synaptic effectiveness varies among neurons, even pare synaptic performance ( rates of transmitter release and syn-those innervating the same postsynaptic targets ( Atwood aptic vesicle turnover ) at different frequencies in phasic and 1976 ) . Individual synapses of a single neuron may also tonic motor neurons innervating the crayfish leg extensor muscle differ in effectiveness, with some transmitting at a low and in the tonic motor neuron of the opener muscle. The phasic rate and others transmitting more consistently with higher extensor motor neuron, which has a high quantal content of probability of release. This is well characterized for invertransmitter release, accumulated and released FM1-43 more rap-tebrate neurons ( Atwood 1967; Bittner 1968; idly than the tonic motor neuron, especially at low frequencies al. 1995b; Murphey 1993, 1994 ) , and heterogeof stimulation. Individual bright spots appeared on the varicosineity of release is also prominent in vertebrate motor ( Nuties of the junctional terminals during stimulation in  dell and Grinnell 1983 ) and central ( Dobrunz and Stevens these spots corresponded to zones of immunostaining for the synaptic vesicle associated protein synaptotagmin, but they were Murthy et al. 1997 ) neurons. Synaptic effectiveness larger and less numerous than synapses identified by electron previously has been measured usually through electrical microscopy and appear to represent one to several synapses with recording of membrane potential changes or currents from their associated clusters of synaptic vesicles. The number of postsynaptic targets. These measurements provide a good bright spots observed on varicosities of the tonic terminal after overall picture of synaptic transmission, highly resolved stimulation at ¢20 Hz is generally similar to values for re-in time. Quantal analysis using binomial statistics also can sponding units ( n ) calculated from binomial distributions de-provide estimates of the number ( n ) of participating units rived from quantal analysis. At frequencies of°10 Hz, bright involved in transmission onto an individual postsynaptic spots did not usually appear on tonic extensor varicosities, and target cell. Tentatively, these units have been postulated the quantal release patterns were best fitted with Poisson distriin some studies ( Wojtowicz et al. 1991 ( Wojtowicz et al. , 1994 Zucker butions . Another tonic motor neuron, the excitor of the opener muscle, showed individual bright spots at lower frequencies of 1973 ) to represent synaptic active zones. However, spatial stimulation, consistent with its higher quantal output at these resolution in electrical recording is often not sufficient to frequencies and corresponding with the binomial fits for quantal observe the behavior of individual synapses or active release distributions. In this axon, the number of distinctive zones, especially if several occur in close proximity. In bright spots increased with frequency in the 2-to 20-Hz range, addition, it is abundantly apparent that different interpreindicating increased participation of synapses during frequency tations of the quantal release statistics can be made. To facilitation. In the tonic extensor neuron terminals, the bright-take a current example, quantal analyses of transmission ness and the size of the individual spots increased with freat crayfish and lobster neuromuscular junctions have led quency, and new foci of dye uptake appeared at the edges of to two different models based on similar data. In one preexisting spots. Relative intensity change varied considerably model, the binomial parameter n is interpreted as the numamong individual spots during dye loading at different frequencies. Similarly, individual spots on a single tonic terminal de-ber of release sites ( participating active zones ) capable stained at different rates when stimulated after previous loading of transmission ( Wojtowicz et al. 1994 ) . A second model with FM1-43. These results suggest differential performance of proposes that n represents instead the number of docked individual synapses or small groups of synapses, some being and primed synaptic vesicles and is not limited by the more effective in transmitter release than others, as inferred number of available release sites, which could all be from previous ultrastructural and quantal analysis studies. The equally likely to release a quantal unit ( Worden et al. large overall differences between phasic and tonic synapses sug-1997 ) . Additional experimental evidence obtained with gest differential regulation of transmitter release at individual another technique could help in assessing these competing synapses in the two neurons.
models.
New optical methods based on activity-dependent upThe costs of publication of this article were defrayed in part by the take of fluorescent dyes Bewick 1992, 1993 ; payment of page charges. The article must therefore be hereby marked Betz et al. 1992b ) provide one possibility. Although not ''advertisement'' in to examine the behavior of synapses at crayfish neuromus-Only crayfish measuring 4-6 cm in length from telson to rostrum cular junctions. We have assessed its utility for examining were used. The leg extensor muscle was dissected from one of nerve terminals known to release transmitter at different either the first or second pairs of walking legs as described by rates and whether different synapses of the same nerve Bradacs et al. (1997) . Supplementary observations were made on terminal exhibit different rates of transmission.
the opener muscle of the first walking leg, prepared as described Crustacean motor neurons provide good material for in Atwood (1984, 1985 ( Bradacs et al. 1997 ) . Pre-43 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR), was dissolved in this solution viously, we have shown that individual synapses of the at a concentration of 2 mM and stored at 4ЊC until used. All experiphasic neuron are 50 -1,500 times more likely than those ments were conducted at room temperature. of the tonic neuron to release transmitter in response to a nerve impulse ( Bradacs et al. 1997; Msghina et al. 1998 ) . Electrophysiology This is a very large difference in transmission for two
The nerve bundle containing both the tonic and phasic extensor neurons innervating the same postsynaptic targets. Be-axons was dissected out in the proximal segment and drawn into cause FM1-43 accumulation depends on transmitter re-a tightly fitting suction electrode for stimulation using a Grass lease and synaptic vesicle recycling, it can be predicted Instruments S48 stimulator and SIU5 stimulus isolation unit. First that more rapid changes in fluorescence will occur in nerve the tonic axon, which has a lower stimulus threshold, was excited selectively by adjusting the amplitude or duration of the stimulus terminals of the phasic neuron. This prediction was tested intensity. The phasic axon could be recruited by raising the stimuin the present experiments.
lus intensity. To minimize muscle contractions during the re-
We also approached the questions of nonuniformity of cordings, muscle fibers were stretched by extending the muscle synaptic performance, linked to the interpretations of bino-until contractions were no longer evident. Excitatory postsynaptic mial statistical analyses applied to tonic crustacean neurons. potentials (EPSPs) from the distal muscle fibers were recorded According to the models in which n represents the number using intracellular electrodes filled with 3 M KCl with tip resisof release sites, there ought to be relationship between the tances between 10 and 16 MV. Electrical signals were amplified values for n and the number of fluorescently labeled syn-using both a Dagan 8500 preamplifier and an Intronix Technologies apses. In contrast, the model in which n represents primed, 2004-F signal conditioner with a high-pass filter of 0. (Bittner 1968; Bradacs et al. 1997) . Thus it can be predicted axon met the requirements of stationarity in activity for the time that the amount of fluorescence at individual synapses, and analyzed (see Smith et al. 1991; Wojtowicz et al. 1994) ; 500-possibly the number of active synapses revealed by FM1-1,000 sweeps were collected for averaging. Preliminary results with FM1-43 and crustacean neuro-binomial) for the data sets from the tonic axon were as described previously (Cooper et al. 1995b,c; Msghina et al. 1998 ; Wojtowicz muscular synapses have been reported previously in abet al. 1994 ).
stracts at scientific meetings (Msghina et al. 1995; Quigley et al. 1996) . Recently, a complementary study using FM1-Staining protocol 43 with high-frequency stimulation to investigate the effects of serotonin in crayfish opener muscle terminals was re-stimulation to allow the dye to access the terminals. The tonic axon Immunohistochemistry was stimulated to load the terminals with FM1-43. After the tonic Whole-mount preparations were fixed by immersion for 1 h terminals were imaged, the phasic axon was recruited by increasing in 4% paraformaldehyde and 0.1% glutaraldehyde in phosphatethe stimulus intensity and dye loading repeated for that axon. After buffered saline (PBS), which contained (in g/l) 0.289 NaH 2-stimulation, the dye remained in the bath for 3 min before being PO 4 2H 2 O, 1.19 Na 2 HPO 4 , and 8.77 NaCl, pH 7.2 . The fixed tissue washed out with saline to allow time for recycling. The preparation was washed overnight in PBS at 4ЊC and permeabilized for 1 h to was washed for 20-30 min by changing the saline several times enhance penetrations of antibodies by incubation in 4% Triton Xduring continuous superfusion. 100 (Boehringer Mannheim, Mannheim, Germany), which was For the opener muscle, experiments were done in the same way included in a solution containing 5% bovine serum albumin (BSA; with stimulation applied to the nerve bundles containing either the Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and 2% normal goat serum (NGS; Sigma). excitor or the inhibitory axon (Dudel and Kuffler 1961) .
Subsequently, the specimen was incubated for 48-50 h at 4ЊC in In some experiments, a 10 kDa Texas Red dextran was pressurethe primary antibody, rabbit synaptotagmin antiserum (1:1000; a injected afterward into the tonic extensor axon through a sharp gift from Dr. H. Bellen, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, microelectrode using a Picospritzer II (continuous pressure applied TX). Tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC)-conjugated at 20-40 psi) to facilitate identification of the two types of terminal goat anti-rabbit IgG was used as a secondary antibody (1:200; in the extensor muscle. Sigma); the specimens were incubated with it overnight at 4ЊC. Micrographs were taken from the same terminal region imaged
Optical measurements
previously by using deposited fluorescent beads (Cooper et al. 1995b; Wojtowicz et al. 1994) to identify the previously studied Stained terminals were viewed and images collected using a locations. BioRad 600 confocal unit connected to a Nikon Optiphot2 fluorescence microscope with a 140 Nikon water immersion objective Electron microscopic analysis (0.55 N.A.) . A neutral density filter of 3.0 (1% transmission) was used to avoid bleaching caused by the argon ion laser. FM1-43
Samples of neuromuscular junctions were obtained using stanwas detected with a 515-nm emission filter. The black level and dard fixation, embedding and sectioning procedures (Jahromi and gain were kept constant for all experiments, and the pin-hole was Atwood 1974) . Terminals were reconstructed from the microone-third open. Z series were obtained using 1-mm steps to image graphs to determine the grouping of synapses on each varicosity the entire varicosity, and intensity measurements were made from (King et al. 1996) . We adopted the conventional method for defincomposite images with C-focal software.
ing individual synapses as discrete areas where the pre-and postDouble-labeled (FM1-43 and Texas Red) preparations were im-synaptic membranes appeared in precise parallel alignment and aged by using the dual-wavelength configuration of the microscope, were intensely stained (Jahromi and Atwood 1974; Meinertzhagen which uses a 514-nm line for excitation, a band-pass filter (514-et al. 1998) . Synapses tended to occur largely, although not exclu-550 nm) to allow green light emission, and a low-pass filter (590-sively, in the varicosities (Cooper et al. 1996a ; Msghina et al. nm cutoff) to allow red light emission to be detected simultane-1998). ously by two photomultipliers. The FM1-43 signal was exclusively detectable in the green, whereas both the Texas Red and FM1-43 R E S U L T S signals were detectable in the red.
Synaptic transmission of phasic and tonic neurons Facilitation experiments
We addressed the question of the relationship between Either the tonic or phasic axon of the leg extensor preparation FM1-43 uptake and release, and synaptic transmitter release, was loaded by stimulation with 9,000 pulses at 20 Hz. After the through observations on a pair of well-differentiated neuselected area had been imaged, the procedure was repeated at 30 rons: the phasic and tonic motor neurons innervating the Hz and then at 50 Hz, imaging the same area each time. Intensity main extensor muscle of the crayfish leg. Previous work has measurements from three to four individual bright spots per prepa-shown that there is a large difference in transmitter release ration were made from composites of the z series. The data were per impulse at nerve terminals of the extensor motor axons, normalized to the intensity measured after 20-Hz stimulation.
and this is largely responsible for the much larger EPSPs
In the opener muscle, stimulation was first applied at a low recorded in single fibers of the extensor muscle (Bradacs et frequency (5 Hz for 10 min or 2.5 Hz for 20 min) and terminals al. 1997). A major goal of the present study was to determine were imaged. Higher frequency stimulation (10 or 15 Hz) then whether the differences in quantal release are correlated with was applied for 5 min, and the same regions imaged again to observe changes in fluorescently labeled spots. differences in the rate of FM1-43 uptake and release at active synapses. Accordingly, we stimulated the phasic and tonic axons at various frequencies to induce uptake of FM1-43.
Destaining experiments
To check the status of synaptic transmission and action The tonic extensor axon was selectively stimulated at 50 Hz for potential conduction during the stimulation regimes used for 3 min to load with FM1-43. Selected terminals were imaged, and loading terminals with FM1-43, we monitored changes in the the preparation then was destained by restimulating (without dye EPSP and action potential during the stimulation in several in the bath) at 20, 30 or 50 Hz for 9,000 pulses. The bath was preparations to see whether transmission and conduction replaced with fresh saline after each stimulation period. The de-were sustained during the loading period and how they staining procedure was repeated four times for a total of 36,000 changed with frequency. These experiments also provided a pulses. Analysis was performed on composite images of the z comparison with previous work on the crayfish opener musseries. Intensity measurements from three to four bright spots were cle (Bittner 1968) . 1985a; Pahapill et al. 1987 ) persisted for many minutes after tetanic stimulation. For the phasic axon, the loading stimulation was probably effective for FM1-43 uptake mainly during the initial period of stimulation when transmitter release was intense.
In contrast, EPSPs of the tonic axon were sustained throughout the period of stimulation with no diminution (Figs. 1 and 2) . When phasic and tonic EPSP amplitudes were compared during trains of 9,000 impulses at frequen-FIG . 1. Monitoring phasic and tonic synaptic potentials periodically during dye-loading. Tonic and phasic excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) from crayfish leg extensor muscle monitored periodically (at the times shown) under the same stimulus regime used for loading of nerve terminals with FM1-43 dye with 20-Hz stimulation. An average of the first 10 responses in each stimulus series is shown in A1, B, C, and D1. After the 7.5-min record (A3), the stimulation was discontinued for 1 min to scan the preparation with confocal microscopy. Stimulation then was resumed at 8.5 min (B), and continued until 16 min, at which time it was again interrupted for 1 min and resumed at 17 min ( C). Stimulation of the tonic axon continued until 34 min, with two 1-min interruptions and resumptions (D, 1 and 2.) Tonic EPSPs persist for the entire period of stimulation ( A-D), while in this example, the phasic EPSP rapidly fatigues ( A 1-3) and has almost completely disappeared by 3 min (A2). With stimulus resumption after scanning (B), an enhanced phasic EPSP is seen due to posttetanic potentiation and long-term facilitation, and a still larger EPSP appears at 17 min (C). Phasic EPSP was not recorded beyond 17 min. Bars: vertical, 2 mV tonic, 10 mV phasic; horizontal, 20 ms. declined rapidly and continuously for the phasic axon and lation at several frequencies. Phasic EPSPs (᭡) and tonic EPSPs (᭝) rewas succeeded by a period of very pronounced enhanced corded from the same extensor muscle fiber at 5 and 10 Hz for 9,000 pulses.
For 20-, 30-, and 50-Hz stimulation, the tonic and phasic EPSPs were transmission for single impulses which was evident when recorded from separate preparations. EPSP values were obtained by averagstimulation was resumed after a pause (Fig. 1) . At 50 Hz, ing 10 responses for each point. Phasic EPSPs are larger than the tonic at there was sometimes evidence of a more abrupt decline in low stimulation frequencies but depress rapidly at higher frequencies. Tonic transmission (Fig. 2) . The enhancement of EPSPs due to EPSPs are small at low frequencies but show facilitation at higher frequencies with no depression even at 50 Hz. 4, 5, 6, 6, 8, 12, 16) Poisson: fraction of the experiments in which a Poisson distribution provided the best fit for the data. Binomial: individual integer values of n are shown in brackets for the experiments in which binomial distributions best fitted the data. Facilitation is estimated by normalizing all values to the value at 1 Hz in each experiment; the means { SE of 10 experiments are shown.
cies ranging from 5 to 50 Hz (Fig. 2) , it was apparent that units being released made discrete counts difficult, and accurate fits for distributions were not feasible with our methods while the EPSP of the phasic axon was maintained with gradual decline at the lower frequencies and faded rapidly (Cooper et al. 1995c) . At single recording sites including both phasic and tonic terminals, quantal content at low freat frequencies ú20 Hz, there was no corresponding depression of the tonic EPSP even at the highest frequency. The quencies of stimulation is invariably 50-1,300 times larger for the phasic axon (Bradacs et al. 1997 ; Msghina et al. resistance of the tonic EPSP to depression exceeds that of the opener muscle excitor axon (OE), for which comparable 1998).
Transmitter release statistics for the opener axon have plots (Bittner 1968) exhibit depression at frequencies of ¢40 Hz. Thus loading of the tonic terminals with FM1-43 been reported in several previous studies (Cooper et al. 1995a-c; Hatt and Smith 1976; Johnson and Wernig 1971 ; is likely to occur throughout the period of stimulation. Because dye loading conducted at frequencies ú10 Hz proba-Wernig 1972; Wojtowicz et al. 1991 Wojtowicz et al. , 1994 Zucker 1973) .
In general, quantal output is higher at low frequencies than bly decreases for the phasic axon during the second half of the train despite continuation of action potentials, the phasic-for the tonic extensor axon, and a majority of the quantal release distributions are best described by binomial rather tonic difference in dye loading per impulse is greatest during the initial phase of stimulation and reverses as the stimula-than Poisson statistics, even at frequencies of 1-5 Hz. There is a clear difference in the statistical picture for the two tonic tion is continued.
Action potentials were recorded from the major axon axons. branches with intracellular or extracellular electrodes during ¢20 Hz stimulation to assess their ability to conduct without Labeling of phasic and tonic terminals with FM1-43 impulse failure during loading stimulation. Action potential
Comparison of FM1-43 uptake in phasic and tonic termiconduction continues in both axons over the periods of time nals was made at several different frequencies. Less than 20 used for loading. Thus the decline of the phasic EPSP is not Hz, a low level of FM1-43 labeling occurred in the tonic likely due to impulse failure of the major axon branches.
terminals while robust labeling of phasic terminals was apThe decline of the EPSP at frequencies°30 Hz can be parent (Fig. 3) . At higher frequencies, labeling of tonic attributed mainly to synaptic depression (see also Nguyen terminals became more evident, and individual fluorescent et al . 1997) . At frequencies ú30 Hz, the more abrupt transispots were clearly defined (Fig. 4) . tion of EPSP amplitude to a lower value (Fig. 2) could be Labeled phasic and tonic terminals ( Figs. 4 -6 ) exhibdue in part to failure of propagation in one or more pretermiited bright spots, usually on varicosities. The identity of nal branches.
the two terminals has been established in previous work on their morphological differences ( Bradacs et al. 1997 ) Quantal analysis of transmission and was confirmed in several experiments by injecting one of the axons with Texas Red dextran after physiological Transmitter release statistics were followed at single recording sites of the tonic axon as frequency increased, ex-identification ( Figs. 3, 4, and 6 ) . For the phasic axon, the small varicosities were uniform in size and all were tending preliminary results of Msghina et al. (1998) . Pooled results from 11 experiments are summarized in Table 1 . brightly labeled at frequencies of 5 or 10 Hz after 5 -10 min of stimulation or less. In the tonic axon, the varicosiTypically, the release pattern at°10 Hz could be fitted best by a Poisson distribution in contrast to results for the more ties varied in size along the terminal, and the number of bright spots increased with the size of the varicosity ( Figs. extensively studied crayfish opener axon (Cooper et al. 1995a-c; Johnson and Wernig 1971; Wernig 1972; Wojto-4 and 5 ) . Demonstration of well-defined discrete bright spots in tonic varicosities typically required stimulation wicz et Zucker 1973) but as the frequency increased ú10 Hz, binomial distributions provided the best at ¢20 Hz for several minutes ( Fig. 4, B1, C, and D ) .
Thus comparison of FM1-43 uptake in phasic and tonic fits for most of the sites (Table 1 ). The number of releasable units (n in the binomial distributions) varied from 4 to 16 terminals at several different frequencies revealed weak labeling of the tonic terminals and strong labeling of the in different varicosities. Fits of distributions for phasic terminals were not attempted because the large number of quantal phasic terminals at frequencies õ20 Hz. At higher fre- quencies, labeling of tonic terminals became more evident apses. Data on the number of bright spots and synapses per varicosity indicate that for the phasic axon, there are overall and individual bright spots were more clearly defined.
Correspondence of the bright spots with regions con-about six times as many synapses as bright spots, while for the tonic axon, this ratio is Ç5 (Table 2) . Serial reconstructaining synapses was established by staining after FM1-43 labeling experiments with an antibody for the synaptic vesi-tions in which all synapses on a varicosity were counted showed that the number of synapses increases with varicosity cle associated protein synaptotagmin (Cooper et al. 1995a ). As shown in Fig. 6 , synaptotagmin labeling occurred in the size (Fig. 5) and that for larger varicosities, there are many more synapses than individual bright spots. Also, the bright same regions in which FM1-43 uptake had been observed. Both procedures produced punctuate fluorescent spots, espe-spots often occur only in limited regions of the tonic varicosity (Fig. 4) , whereas the synapses examined in three-dimencially on tonic terminals. This strengthens the case that FM1-43-labeled bright spots represent locations at which active sional reconstructions of varicosities invariably are widely distributed over the surface of a varicosity, both in the leg synapses occur.
In the OE and opener inhibitor axon terminals, individual extensor tonic axon (King et al. 1996; Msghina et al. 1998) and in the crayfish opener muscle's excitatory axon (Cooper fluorescent bright spots were clearly evident after stimulation at 2-5 Hz for 10-15 min (Fig. 7) . Much less stimulation et al. 1995b Wojtowicz et al. 1994 ). This suggests that not all synapses on a tonic varicosity are equally likely was required to produce discrete spots in the OE axon than in the tonic extensor axon, reflecting the difference in trans-to take up FM1-43, which in turn indicates nonuniform probability of transmitter release and the occurrence of ''silent'' mitter release at low frequencies. At higher frequencies (10-20 Hz), individual spots brightened and additional spots synapses. appeared in locations where initial intensity values were low Differential loss of FM1-43 from phasic and tonic (Fig. 7) . terminals Further observations were made during staining and deComparison of confocal and electron microscopy data staining of individual bright spots. Phasic and tonic terminals were compared in destaining experiments, in which stimulaIn an attempt to provide a structural correlate for the fluorescent spots revealed by confocal microscopy, we examined tion was applied after previous labeling with FM1-43 followed by washout of the dye. As with the loading experivaricosities and synapses obtained via serial thin section electron microscopy (cf. Lnenicka et al. 1986 ). The latter ments, changes occurred more rapidly and at lower frequencies in the phasic terminals. Thus at 5 or 10 Hz, phasic entailed analyzing tissue prepared for this study as well as reexamination of tissue prepared for a previous study (King terminals rapidly destained, whereas tonic terminals retained much of their label (Figs. 3, 6 , and 8). At higher frequencies, et al. 1996) . Serial reconstruction of individual varicosities limited the number of varicosities analyzed by electron mi-destaining of tonic terminals could be produced, but in many preparations it was clearly evident only at frequencies ú30 croscopy compared with those analyzed by confocal microscopy (Table 2) . Despite this limitation, the comparison is Hz (Fig. 9) . We detected a stimulation-and illuminationindependent loss of fluorescence in several experiments for particularly instructive in that the fluorescent bright spots are several-fold larger than individual synapses in both pha-which we could not readily account; it was apparently not due to bleaching per se because it occurred without any sic and tonic varicosities. This comparison shows that individual fluorescent spots likely represent one to several illumination (Fig. 9 ). Significant activity-dependent loss of fluorescence only ú30 Hz (with 9,000-impulse trains) for (closely grouped) synapses with their associated clouds of synaptic vesicles rather than single synapses. This is indi-the tonic axon contrasts strikingly with the rapid destaining observed at 5 and 10 Hz (even with fewer impulses) for cated by the elongated shapes of some individual spots, which suggest staining of two or more closely adjacent syn-phasic terminals (Figs. 3, 6, and 8) . FIG . 4. Loading of phasic and tonic terminals with FM1-43. A, 1-3: stimulation for 10 min at 50 Hz in 2 mM FM1-43 resulted in loading the phasic and tonic terminals ( A1) after which the tonic axon was injected with Texas Red, revealing more completely the outlines of the terminals in the same area ( A2). Merged images reveal the punctate nature of the FM1-43 uptake in both axons (A3). B, 1 and 2: selective stimulation of the tonic axon at 50 Hz for 3 min in 2 mM FM1-43 loads tonic nerve terminals (B1). When both phasic and tonic axons were stimulated, the phasic terminals were loaded and seen to run beside the tonic ones (B2). C: selective loading of the tonic axon at 40 Hz for 20 min in 2 mM FM1-43 dye reveals a tonic nerve terminal comprising a string of several varicosities. Larger varicosities have more defined foci of FM1-43 uptake (bright spots) than the smaller varicosities. D: tonic nerve terminals loaded as in C showing punctate appearance of dye in some of the varicosities. Larger varicosities show several bright spots, some of which appear to be partially fused. For the opener muscle, initial stimulation at low frequencies (1-5 Hz) resulted in several well-defined fluorescent spots on many of the varicosities. After imaging this result, the frequency was increased to 10-15 Hz (sufficient to produce a large facilitation of the EPSP) (Bittner 1968) . Reimaging showed that additional spots appeared on many of the varicosities, often at the edges of preexisting spots, in regions where initial intensity of fluorescence had been low. Furthermore preexisting spots became much brighter (Fig. 7) .
In the extensor muscle, the tonic terminals did not exhibit individual bright spots at frequencies of 1 -10 Hz ( Fig. 3 ) , so we could not study changes at individual foci at low frequencies in this axon. At higher frequencies ( ¢20 Hz ) , individual spots were established and could be followed. Pronounced increases in brightness of individual labeled spots occurred when the number of impulses was kept constant while the frequency was increased, indicating dependence of FM1-43 uptake on frequency as well as on the number of impulses ( Figs.  8 and 10 ) . The relative increase was less at these higher frequencies for the phasic axon ( Fig. 8 and 50 Hz, respectively. The change in brightness could reflect more transmitter turnover within the same group Frequency dependence of staining and destaining of synapses, addition of reactive synapses to the group, In view of the large frequency facilitation of the tonic or both. Resolution was not sufficient to differentiate extensor and opener muscle EPSPs and the smaller fre-between these possibilities. quency facilitation of the phasic extensor EPSP, staining and Detailed examination of individual bright spots along destaining were investigated at several different frequencies tonic terminals at frequencies of ¢20 Hz showed that in general as the frequency increased, the brightness of the in terminals of all three axons. FIG . 6. Comparison of staining with FM1-43 and synaptotagmin antibody. A: stimulation of both tonic and phasic axons for 10 min at 50 Hz in 2 mM FM1-43 served to load both tonic and phasic nerve terminals. B: stimulation of both axons in the absence of FM1-43 for 25 min at 10 Hz selectively destained the phasic terminals, whereas the tonic terminals appeared to be little affected. C: injection of the tonic axon with 10 kDa Texas Red dextran and viewing with a red filter confirmed the nondestaining terminals as tonic ones. D: preparation then was fixed and immunostained for the synaptic protein synaptotagmin to show synaptotagmin immunopositivity of synaptic regions (corresponding closely to FM1-43 labeled spots) for these same phasic and tonic nerve terminals. Note the appearance of numerous fluorescent beads used to identify the site (some marked by arrows) which may partially mask the correspondence between nerve terminals here to those in A. Scale bar: 10 mm. 2.5 and 10 Hz in C) leads to spot formation at the lower frequencies (A, 1 and 3, B1, and C1) and to differential brightening of individual spots at the higher frequencies (A, 2 and 4, B2, and C2). Plots of relative intensity increase for individual foci (indicated by lower case letters, a-m) show a wide range in the relative increase of spot brightness at the higher frequency (A5, B3, and C3). Highly visible spots emerge in locations in which the initial fluorescence was very weak (e-g). Scale bars: 5 mm.
J348-
individual spots increased, and they often became larger. lowed (Fig. 11) . Bright spots in previously loaded terminals lost fluorescence at different rates during restimulation. In many of the varicosities, some of the initially dim regions brightened strongly at higher frequencies ( Fig. Some spots disappeared completely during the destaining cycle (Fig. 11, F and G) . These observations indicate that 10 ) . Frequency-dependent changes in transmission took place within or around spots that had been already estab-synapses associated with separate bright spots on the terminal emit vesicle-associated dye at different rates, supporting lished at 20 Hz, and there was evidence that new regions adjacent to those apparent at the lower frequency became the hypothesis that synapses on a terminal are not uniform in their physiological behavior. brighter at a higher frequency. Thus enlargement of existing spots could involve addition of new foci to a fused cluster. Individual spots did not show uniform behavior: D I S C U S S I O N the relative changes in brightness varied among them when stimulation frequency was increased, as illustrated
The major new findings of the present study are as in Fig. 10 .
follows: synaptic physiology of three different motor axons ( 2 tonic and 1 phasic ) is well correlated with their Similar evidence for nonuniformity among identified bright spots of the tonic extensor terminals appeared in de-patterns of uptake and release of the fluorescent indicator OE axons ) differ in transmission properties. The OE terminals have a higher rate of transmitter release at low synapses that have different rates of transmitter release, frequencies and show depression sooner when stimulated indicating nonuniformity of synaptic performance within at high frequencies. These differences correlate with a terminal's population of synapses; additional synapses lower in vivo operating frequency of the OE axon ( Ç5 -are recruited to release transmitter at higher frequencies 10 Hz ) ( Wilson and Davis 1965 ) compared with the of stimulation; fluorescent spots appearing on terminals higher average frequency of the tonic extensor neuron after stimulation are larger than individual synapses and ( Ç20 -30 Hz ) ( Bradacs et al. 1997 ) . The results suggest appear to represent one to several synapses with their that within the tonic neuron category, synaptic properties associated clouds of vesicles; possibly, synapses oc-are adjusted appropriately to meet the activity required curring close together enhance each other's release of for locomotion. Such adjustment ( long-term adaptation ) transmitter ; in the tonic axon terminals of the extensor was shown experimentally for phasic neurons ( Lnenicka muscle, discrete bright spots do not appear at frequencies and Atwood 1985a,b ) . õ10 Hz, corresponding with Poisson statistics for quantal release. In contrast, bright spots appear at lower Dye uptake and release related to synaptic output frequencies in the terminals of the opener axon, where
The differences in transmitter release are well correlated binomial statistics more often apply. And finally, at frewith the markedly different rates of FM1-43 uptake and quencies ú10 Hz, the number of bright spots observed release observed in this study. Phasic extensor terminals after stimulation in the terminals of the tonic extensor were labeled at relatively low frequencies of stimulation neuron is similar to the values of the binomial parameter (Fig. 3) , whereas tonic extensor terminals did not develop n obtained from statistical analyses and much less than well-defined fluorescent spots at frequencies ú10-20 Hz. the counts of synapses obtained from electron microsThe OE terminals, known to have higher quantal content copy; however, an exact test of what n represents would than the tonic extensor terminals at low frequencies, were require further correlative observations in the same terlabeled at frequencies of 2-10 Hz. Qualitatively, observaminal of FM1-43 spots, quantal output, and electron mitions with FM1-43 can be used to compare synaptic efficacy croscopy of labeled synapses.
of different nerve terminals. The observations are in accord Physiological differences among motor axons with previous studies showing that FM1-43 changes reflect vesicle turnover at synapses (Betz and Bewick 1993 ; Betz Crustacean motor nerve terminals of the phasic and tonic types provide a clear-cut case of synaptic differenti-et al. 1992a, 1994) . FIG . 8. Comparison of FM1-43 uptake and loss in tonic and phasic extensor terminals. A: comparison of relative dye intensity in tonic (q) and phasic (᭺) terminals after uptake in 2 mM FM1-43 at 20 Hz for 7.5 min, 30 Hz for 5 min, and 50 Hz for 3 min while maintaining a constant number of pulses (9,000) at each frequency. Data were normalized to the initial intensity value after 20-Hz stimulation and corrected for dye loss from vesicles. For each point, 3-4 spots were measured in each of the 6 preparations for a total of 18-24 bright spots. B: destaining of tonic terminals (q) and phasic terminals (᭺) at 10-Hz stimulation over 25 min. Terminals were loaded in 2 mM FM1-43. Data were obtained from 4 tonic and 5 phasic preparations and were normalized to the values measured just after the loading stimulation.
Nature of individual bright spots
electron micrographs reveal on average six synapses ( Table 2 ) . For the tonic axon, one or two spots were seen on The number of bright spots on varicosities is less than small varicosities with an approximately linear increase the number of synapses revealed by serial electron micro-in the number of bright spots as varicosity size increases graphs of similar sized varicosities ( Table 2 , Fig. 5 ) . Both ( Fig. 5 ) . On average, four spots were seen. The number synapses and bright spots increase in number with the size of synapses on reconstructed varicosities is greater, averof the varicosity ( Figs. 4 and 5 ) , but individual synapses aging 19 ( Table 2 ) , and is scaled to the size of the variexceed bright spots in number. Phasic varicosities usually cosity ( Fig. 5 ) . Moreover, the size of the bright spots show one or two bright spots after stimulation, whereas ( 1.46 { 0.12 mm 2 for phasic terminals, 2.14 { 0.08 mm 2 for tonic terminals ) is 9 -10 times larger than for reconstructed synapses ( mean size, 0.2 -0.4 mm 2 for both axons ) . Thus a single bright spot likely represents one or more synapses with associated synaptic vesicles ( see also Wang and Zucker 1998 ) . Earlier work with vesicular uptake of the electron-dense marker horseradish peroxidase has shown that clouds of vesicles near synapses are larger than the synapses themselves and may merge or overlap ( Thompson and Atwood 1984 ) . Furthermore, mixing of labeled and unlabeled vesicles occurs in the pools of vesicles near synapses ( Holtzman et al. 1971; Thompson and Atwood 1984 ) . With sufficient stimulation, the entire pool of vesicles near an active synapse is likely to contain vesicles labeled by FM1-43. This behavior was evident in several earlier studies on frog motor nerve terminals ( Betz and Bewick 1992; Betz et al. 1992b; Henkel et al. 1996a ) .
Relationship between labeled spots and binomial parameters
A test of the interpretations to be drawn from the Poisson and binomial statistical descriptions of quantal release is provided by observations of the number of fluorescent spots in tonic terminals and comparison with calculations of the binomial parameter n . At stimulation frequencies of°10 Hz, most recording sites on tonic extensor terminals gave quantal release patterns best described by Poisson distributions; correspondingly, bright spots were not apparent. Both observations suggest generally low release from an undefined number of synapses. At 20 Hz, bright spots are reliably induced, and most of the recording sites produced quantal release best described by binomial distributions ( Table 1 ) . At this frequency, the number of bright spots on tonic varicosities coincides approximately with the values for binomial n calculated from the bestfitting distributions ( Table 1 ) . This suggests that bright spots, consisting of one or more synapses participating in release, correspond reasonably well to the estimated val-FIG . 9. Frequency dependence of destaining of tonic terminals loaded with FM1-43. A: decline of fluorescence intensity of tonic nerve terminal varicosities after loading in 2 mM FM1-43 for 3 min at 50-Hz stimulation. Measurements made every 5 min reveal the curve for normal decline in staining intensity due to dye loss from synaptic vesicles. Best-fitting secondorder curve was generated by Sigma Plot. rrr, fluorescence lost after 20 min without imaging. B: tonic terminals were destained at 20-Hz (q), 30-Hz (), or 50-Hz (᭡) stimulation (using 9,000 pulse trains at each frequency) after FM1-43 dye loading. Loading was done by bathing the preparation in 2 mM FM1-43 and stimulating for 3 min at 50 Hz. After loading, the dye was washed out for 30 min before destaining began. Destaining with no stimulation (᭢) is provided for comparison. C: destaining data from B corrected for decline of fluorescence due to activity-independent loss of dye. Dye loss due to stimulation alone is significant only at 50 Hz in this group of terminals. FIG . 10. Frequency-dependent changes in uptake of FM1-43 and nonuniform behavior of individual foci in tonic terminals. A, 1-3: stimulation of the tonic axon at 20, 30, and 50 Hz, respectively (in 2 mM FM1-43) shows more intense staining of the same nerve terminal varicosities (a-e) with increasing stimulus frequency. A4: measurement of relative intensity for varicosities a-e from A, 1-3 above shows the increase in intensity with increasing stimulus frequency. Individual varicosities vary in their relative intensity changes at higher frequency. B and C: different subregions of varicosities (a) and (e) exhibit differential changes as frequency is increased from 20 Hz (B1 and C1) to 50 Hz (B2 and C2). Graphs of the relative intensity changes (B3 and C3) illustrate different rates of brightening at the higher frequencies for subregions of varicosities (a) and (e) respectively. Additional subregions of fluorescence (h, j, and m) are added to preexisting spots at the higher frequency. Scale bar: A, 1-3, 10 mm; B, 1 and 2, and C, 1 and 2, 5 mm. ues of n . To demonstrate this more clearly, it will be usually fit the data best ( Cooper et al. 1995b; Johnson and Wernig 1971 ) . Correspondingly, our present observations necessary to match the statistical calculations and the dye labeling for the same varicosities, and in addition to obtain show that varicosities of the crayfish opener muscle consistently develop discrete bright spots at lower frequencies correlated electron microscopic images of labeled active synapses, using a technique such as that described by than in the tonic extensor neuron. Clearly, the two axons are adapted to operate over different frequency ranges and Henkel et al. ( 1996a ) to make FM1-43 labeled vesicles visible in the electron microscope. This experiment is their overall patterns of transmitter release differ ( Fig.  1 ) ( Bittner 1968; Bradacs et al. 1997 ) . For both axons, technically difficult but not impossible: however, our preliminary attempts with the method of Henkel et al. frequencies giving rise to binomial distributions of quantal release correspond with frequencies at which discrete ( 1996a ) have not been successful in crustacean terminals. As indicated above, in many cases the binomial parameter bright spots can be induced reliably.
Formation of small numbers of fluorescent spots in ren and the bright spots may represent a group of associated synapses rather than a single synapse. If this is the case, stricted regions of tonic varicosities ( Fig. 4 ) , taken in conjunction with the more widespread distribution and synaptic transmission among nearby synapses may be coupled rather than independent. This is suggested also by the larger number of synapses found in serial reconstructions from electron micrographs, supports the view that synobservation that bright spots expand at higher frequencies, possibly by recruiting additional synapses at their edges apses do not participate equally in transmitter release ( Wojtowicz et al. 1994 ) . The alternative model based on ( Figs. 7 and 10 ) . The mechanistic basis for possible coupling of nearby synapses and synaptic recruitment is not vesicle mobilization to any available release sites ( Worden et al. 1997 ) , implying participation of all synapses presently apparent.
Both fluorescent labeling and statistical results were and no limitation on release sites, is less well supported by the present observations on FM1-43 labeling. If only different for the OE axon. Overall quantal content at low frequencies is generally higher and binomial distributions some of the available synapses participate, as implied by FIG . 11. Differential destaining of individual bright spots on tonic terminals. A-C: tonic terminals were loaded by stimulating for 3 min at 50 Hz in 2 mM FM1-43. After a washout period, stimulation at 50 Hz for 6 (B) and 12 min (C) destained these same terminals. D: stimulation of both tonic and phasic axons at 50 Hz for 3 min reveals separate but adjacent phasic terminals. E: destaining of individual spots (a-e) of tonic terminals from A-C with trains of 9,000 pulses. Individual spots destain at different rates. F and G: in a different preparation, some tonic terminals that are stained with FM1-43 during 30-Hz stimulation for 5 min (F) show destaining with further stimulation at 30 Hz (G). Some bright spots destain completely during stimulation after the dye is washed out of the bath (r ). Bars: 10 mm.
the present results, the distinction between the two alterna-varicosities remain blank (Fig. 4) even though synapses would be expected to occur all over the varicosities as judged tives may disappear, because an active synapse must of necessity possess docked and primed vesicles, and prefer-from serial reconstructions from electron microscopy (Cooper et al. 1995b; Msghina et al. 1998) . Evidence for recruitential docking and priming at a subset of synapses may impart a higher probability of release to that subset. ment of initially ''silent'' synapses by serotonin application has been reported recently for the crayfish OE neuron by Wang and Zucker (1998) .
Frequency-dependent effects
Evidence of nonuniform behavior of individual bright spots was also evident from their different rates of stainPhasic and tonic terminals differ in their degree of fre-ing and destaining ( Figs. 9 -11 ) . Nonuniform staining quency facilitation (Bradacs et al. 1997) , and this is reflected and destaining of individual spots in the frog neuromusin the larger changes in intensity of FM1-43 spots of tonic cular junction was shown by Betz et al. ( 1992b ) . The terminals as frequency of stimulation is increased. Loading observation supports the general hypothesis that synof FM1-43 is dependent on frequency as well as on the apses on a nerve terminal operate with different release number of impulses. In the crayfish opener muscle, we found probabilities ( Smith et al. 1991 ) . Morphological counthat the number of bright spots increased when the frequency terparts of more active and less active synapses have was raised from 1-5 to 10-20 Hz, indicating recruitment been proposed: ''complex'' synapses, with more than of additional active synapses to the response pool. In the one active zone, could have a higher probability of transextensor tonic axon, studied at higher frequencies, initially mitter release ( Cooper et al. 1996b ) . To prove this point dim regions of the varicosities brightened when the fre-more conclusively, it will be necessary to match FM1-quency was raised from 20 to 50 Hz, indicating frequency-43 spots with electron microscopic observations of the dependent increase of release in locations of initially low same region. activity. Thus it is possible that additional synapses associated with preexisting bright spots may be recruited at higher
We are indebted to Dr. Robin Cooper ( University of Kentucky ) for frequencies. However, some synapses on the terminal proba-help during the initial phase of the research. http://jn.physiology.org/
